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External influences on ENSO !
1) Intraseasonal variability 

Predictability limited by the intrinsic timescales of WWBs 
and the MJO"

(Menkes et al. submitted)"

Dashed: without WWBs"



Dayan et al. Clim. Dyn. 2014!

External influences on ENSO !
2) Low frequency variability (through 

atmospheric teleconnections) 

Even if a smaller fraction of ENSO variance is due to 
those influences, it is important to understand it because 
it may lead to longer lead-predictability"



ENSO influences the Indian Ocean 
Basin wide warming (Klein et al. 1999, Lau and Nath 2000) 
and associated «capacitor effect» (Xie et al. 2009)"
"
Tendency of the IOD to phase-lock to ENSO (e.g. Annamalai 
et al. 2003, Yamagata et al. 2004, …)"



Does the Indian Ocean influence 
ENSO? 

But be careful…"
•  ENSO influences IO"
•  ENSO a bi-annual 

tendency itself"

… so difficult to tell 
causes from 
consequences!"



2 hypotheses for Indian Ocean influence on ENSO"

Indian ocean dipole influence 
on ENSO the following year 
(Izumo et al. 2010, 2012)"

ENSO-induced SST signals in 
Indian Ocean favour ENSO 
phase transition (Kug and Kang 
2006, Ohba and Ueda 2007)"
"

Atmospheric bridge through the Walker circulation"
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Atmospheric bridge through the Walker Circulation 



Which regions influence ENSO? 
(Dayan et al. 2014a)"
"
-  Global approach "
-  Stat. analysis of observations: identify SST patterns 

that bring added predictability to the one associated 
with Pacific internal dynamics (based on the recharge 
oscillator paradigm, i.e. WWV and SST)"

⇒ Indian Ocean, southern Pacific and Atlantic come out 
as possible regions with influence on ENSO"

⇒ Results sensitive to details of method: difficult to 
identify regions which influence ENSO due to the wide 
spectrum of ENSO and its teleconnections on many 
regions"



Which regions influence ENSO? 
(Dayan et al. 2014b)"
"
-  Global approach"
-  AGCM simulations with 

SST perturbations in 
various regions: is 
there a SST response 
in the tropical Pacific?"

⇒ Only Indian Ocean 
comes out, with a 
mechanism similar to 
Kug and Kang (2006) 
and Ohba and Ueda 
(2007)"



Indian ocean influence on ENSO ? 
(Dayan et al. 2014b)"

-  Single AGCM: robustness vs. atmospheric 
parameterizations not established"

-  Two-tier forced approach, air-sea interactions not 
accounted for"

⇒ Examine influence of Indian Ocean on ENSO in 21 
155-years long CMIP5 historical simulations"

"
Jourdain, N., M. Lengaigne, J. Vialard, T. Izumo and A. Sen Gupta, 
2014 : Influence of the Indian Ocean Dipole on the El Niño-Southern 
Oscillation in the following year, in observations and CMIP5 models: 
asymmetries, statistical artifacts, and physical processes, Clim. Dyn., 
submitted. "



Indian ocean influence on ENSO ? 
•  Most models reproduce ENSO and IOD seasonality"



ENSO in CMIP5 models 
•  Most models reproduce ENSO pattern, time-scale and 

recharge mechanism (not shown)"

•  In most models (and observations) Niño to Niña 
transitions are more frequent than what would be 
expected from a random process (at 90% confidence 
level). This is not the case for Niña to Niño."



ENSO-IOD relation in CMIP5 models 
•  Most models reproduce IOD pattern, its synchronous 

and delayed correlation with ENSO, "



ENSO-IOD relation in CMIP5 models 
•  Resulting gain in predictability, 

roughly symmetric for El Niño and 
La Niña"



ENSO-IOD relation in CMIP5 models 
•  The synchronous ENSO-IOD 

relation is statistically 
significant in most models 
and observations (and 
stronger for El Niño => 
pIOD)"

•  The delayed IOD-ENSO 
relation is statistically 
significant in most models 
and observations, 
especially for pIOD to La 
Niña"



ENSO-IOD relation in CMIP5 models 
•  Is the IOD correlation with following year’s ENSO just 

due to: El Niño => pIOD (year 0 )and La Niña (year 1)?"
"

•  First null hypothesis: "



ENSO-IOD relation in CMIP5 models 
•  Is the IOD correlation with following year’s ENSO just 

due to: El Niño => pIOD (year 0 )and La Niña (year 1)?"
"
"

•  Second null hypothesis: "



ENSO-IOD relation in CMIP5 models 

•  There are more pIOD -> La Niña transitions than would 
be expected from the two null hypotheses in most 
CMIP5 models and observations "

•  There are more nIOD -> EL Niño transitions than would 
be expected from the two null hypotheses in most 
CMIP5 models"

=> The Indian Ocean influence on following year’s ENSO 
hence probably needs a physical mechanism for being 
explained"



Mechanism of IO influence on ENSO 

•  Izumo-type mechanism as suggested above?"
•  Effect of basin-wide warming that helps phase transition?"
•  Weak wind / SST signals."

IOD Indo-Pacific 
signature with NDJ 
Niño3.4 influence 
linearly removed!



Summary and conclusions 
From observational datasets with 21 155-year CMIP5 
historical simulations…"
•  Niños tend to be followed by Niñas, not the opposite"
•  pIODs co-occur more with Niños than nIODs with Niñas"
•  pIODs more followed by Niñas than nIODs by Niños"
•  DMI improves forecasts based on WWV"
•  Influence of IOD (more generally IO) on ENSO on year 

later does not seem to be a statistical artifact"
•  Mechanism still to be elucidated, but predictability can be 

gained  "
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The Indo-Pacific basin 
•  Intraseasonal variability within the Indo-Pacific warm 

pool (MJO: IO -> Pac, QBW IO <- Pac )"
•  At interannual time scale:"
•  A strong influence of Pacific on IO through the 

Walker circulation"
•  A possible feedback from the IO is seen in CMPI5 

models"
•  At decadal timescales"
•  Clear influence of Pacific on eastern IO through 

oceanic bridge"
•  Atmospheric bridge: "
•  Is there also a coupling of the 2 basins through 

the Walker circulation? Cf Weiqin’s talk."
•  IO -> Pac at decadal timescales?"
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How can remote regions influence ENSO ? 
Indian ocean dipole influence on ENSO the following year 
(Izumo et al. 2010, 2012)"
"



ENSO in CMIP5 models 
•  Most models reproduce ENSO pattern, time-scale and 

recharge mechanism"


